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Abstract. Statistical methods are well suited to the large amounts of data typi-
cally involved in digital shape applications. In this paper, we look at two statisti-
cal learning methods related to digital shape processing. The first, neural meshes,
learns the shape of a given point cloud – the surface reconstruction problem – in
O(n2) time. We present an alternate implementation of the algorithm that takes
O(n log n) time. Secondly, we present a simple method to automatically learn
the correct orientation of a shape in an image from a database of images with
correctly oriented shapes.

1 Introduction

Statistical methods present themselves as natural candidates for processing and exploit-
ing the increasing amount of data involved in shape related applications.

In this paper, we look at the use of statistical learning in two shape related appli-
cations – surface reconstruction and automatic shape orientation in images. Surface
reconstruction is a classic problem with many suggested solutions. Recently suggested
statistical techniques suffer from slow, noncompetitive running times. We examine one
of these techniques, namely neural meshes [1], and suggest a faster implementation
which reduces the complexity of the algorithm from the reported O(n2) to O(n log n).

The problem of automatic shape orientation arises when a view of a 3D model is
chosen automatically, e.g. in calculation of best view. Such applications find a desired
viewpoint on the object’s viewsphere, but ignore an important degree of freedom, the up
vector, resulting in, more or less, random orientation of the shape in the resulting view.
A survey of related literature does not yield a method to automatically correct shape
orientation in an image. In this paper, we suggest a simple method that, given a query
image and a suitably large database of images with correctly oriented shapes, fixes the
orientation of the shape in the query image.

2 Learning the Shape of a Point Cloud

The Neural Mesh algorithm begins with an initial triangle mesh as an estimate, and then
uses the input point cloud to learn the final shape and modify the initial mesh accord-
ingly. Key to this functionality is an activity counter attached to each mesh vertex, that
measures the amount of learning performed by the vertex. We improve on the reported
analysis and implementation of the algorithm [2], thereby reducing its complexity from
O(n2) to O(n log n).
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(a) Lazy vertex removal, off & on (b) Topology Learning, off & on

Fig. 1. a Removing lazy vertices aids learning in concave regions. b Holes are learnt as large
triangles, which are removed in the Topology Learning step.

In the next few paragraphs, we present a summary of the Neural Mesh algorithm
and its analysis, which sufficiently underline the motivation behind the modification
we present. We round up this section with a discussion on the effects of our suggested
modification. For a full treatment, we refer the reader to [3].

2.1 Neural Meshes

Given an input point cloud, the Neural Mesh algorithm outputs a triangle mesh ap-
proximating the shape represented by the point cloud, i.e. the target shape. It begins
with a base mesh, usually a tetrahedron at the origin, where each vertex of the mesh
is equipped with a real-valued activity counter initialised to zero. The base mesh then
learns the target shape iteratively. During this process, the mesh is referred to as a neural
mesh. The steps of the algorithm are as follows.

Geometry Learning: Every iteration, the input point cloud is sampled, the mesh
vertex closest to the sample is displaced towards the sample and its activity counter is
incremented. To avoid foldovers and local minima in the mesh, the neighborhood of the
displaced vertex is smoothed.

Growth: Every few iterations, the vertex with the highest valued activity counter
is found, it is split, and the value of its activity counter is distributed among itself and
the new node. Similarly, every few iterations, lazy vertices, i.e. vertices whose activity
counters are below a threshold, are removed from the mesh. This aids learning of holes
and concavities, Figure 1(a).

Topology Learning: Every few iterations, large triangles are removed from the
mesh. This results in boundaries. Boundaries closer to each other than a threshold are
megred. This creates handles, Figure 1(b).

2.2 Analysis

The costliest operation in the Geometry learning step is the search for the mesh ver-
tex closest to the sampled point. By mainitaing vertex positions in an octree structure,
this step is accomplished in O(log n) time, where n is the total number of mesh ver-
tices. Updating vertex positions in the octree after displacement and smoothing are also
O(log n) operations. Complexity of the Geometry Learning step is thus O(log n).
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Complexity Invocation Frequency Total Cost

Geometry Learning O(log n) O(n) O(n log n)

Growth O(n) O(n) O(n2)

Topology Learning O(n) O(log n) O(n log n)

Table 1. Total cost of the steps of the Neural Mesh algorithm.

Cost of the Growth steps is dominated by the search for vertices with the highest
and lowest valued activity counters, which is an O(n) operation. The Topology Learn-
ing step involves finding large triangles and close boundaries in the mesh – O(n). A
summary of these running times, and invocation frequencies is given in Table 1. The
total cost of the algorithm is thus determined by the Growth steps and is O(n2).

2.3 Improvement

We observe that the total cost of the algorithm is driven by the linear search in the
Growth steps for vertices with highest and lowest valued activity counters. Clearly, sort-
ing the vertices according to values of their activity counters could bring down the cost
of the search. Some kind of priority queue arrangement comes to mind. However, we
need to find a way to efficiently handle jumps. Jumps occur in the priority queue when
the value of an activity counter changes and the position of the corresponding vertex in
the queue has to be updated accordingly. As activity counter values are changed very
frequently, efficient handling of jumps is a crucial requirement.

Another observation is that exact values of the activity counters are not necessarily
important for the steps of the algorithm. Specifically, counter values are involved in the
following steps.

1. In the Geometry Learning step, increment the counter value of the displaced vertex.
This can be seen as a ‘reward’ to the vertex for partaking in the learning process.

2. In the Growth step, find the most active vertex, split it and distribute its counter
value among itself and the new vertex.

3. In the Growth step, use counter values to find lazy vertices, and remove them.

Step 1 can be simulated in a prioirity queue by jumping the vertex ahead of a few of
its forward neighbours in the queue. In the same setting, Step 2 would involve deleting
the vertex at the top of the queue and reinserting it and the new node in the middle.
Lastly, Step 3 translates to deleting a few vertices from the bottom of the queue.

Keeping the above observations in mind, we introduce a priority queue data struc-
ture implemented as an AVL tree [4]. An AVL tree is a self-balancing, sorted binary
tree – if the deletion or insertion of an element causes the tree to become unbalanced,
it readjusts its structure to regain balance. Readjustment takes O(log n) time, where n

is the total number of nodes in the tree. Because the tree is always balanced, retrieval,
insertion and deletion of elements also takes O(log n) time. By storing the number of
children in the left and right subtrees at each node, we can realize jumps in O(log n)
time as well.

We construct the above tree with one node for each vertex in the mesh. Inser-
tion/deletion of vertices in the mesh leads to insertion/deletion of corresponding nodes
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in the tree. The sorted order of nodes in the tree implies relative counter values for cor-
responding mesh vertices. As discussed above, counter increment for a vertex is sim-
ulated by jumping its corresponding node ahead of its forward neighbours in the tree.
Using the tree, the most active vertex and the lazy vertices are found trivially – their
corresponding nodes are at the extreme ends of the tree. The use of activity counters is
totally omitted.
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Fig. 2. a Running time of the Neural Mesh algorithm against number of vertices in the neu-
ral mesh. The top 2 plots are for the original algorithm with and without Topology Learning.
The bottom plot shows the time for the same reconstructions with our modification. b With the
speedup, we can now attempt to reconstruct large models with the Neural Mesh algorithm.

2.4 Discussion

Our motivation behind the above improvement was the O(n) search for desired vertices
in the Growth step of the original Neural Mesh algorithm. With the suggested improve-
ment, the most active vertex is found in O(1) time – its corresponding node is at one
end of the tree. Finding lazy vertices takes O(log n) time - their corresponding nodes
are within a fixed jump distance of the other end of the tree. Removal and insertion of
vertices in the mesh corresponds to similar operations in the tree which take O(log n)
time. The complexity of the Growth step is thus reduced to O(log n). Complexity of
the other two steps and invocation frequencies remain unchanged from Table 1. The
total complexity of the Neural Mesh algorithm thus reduces from O(n2) to O(n log n).
Typical running times are shown in Figure 2(a).

It should be noted that with our modification, we simulate rather than emulate the
original Neural Mesh algorithm, i.e. our output at intermediate and final stages may
differ from that of the original algorithm. This is because our procedure of ‘rewarding’
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Rec. 1 Rec. 2 Rec. 3 Avg

Max Planck
modified
original

3.96
3.91

3.67
6.22

3.96
5.57

3.86
5.23

brain
modified
original

3.42
2.57

3.19
2.66

3.76
2.73

3.46
2.65

bunny
modified
original

0.006
0.005

0.008
0.007

0.008
0.007

0.007
0.006

hand
modified
original

7.91
3.75

8.71
7.35

8.27
8.71

8.30
6.60

Table 2. Mesh distances of reconstructions of common models from the originals. 3 reconstruc-
tions are obtained for each model.

vertices, as discussed in Step 1 above, is different from that of the original version.
Consequently, the vertices chosen in the Growth steps differ in both versions, causing
the base mesh to grow differently. To assess any change in accuracy of representation of
the target shape, in Table 2, we show distances from reconstructed meshes [5] obtained
from each version to their target shapes. Our modification does not seem to bring about
any siginificant change in this quantity.

The Atlas model in Figure 2(b) was obtained in 3h 45m on a 1.7 GHz Pentium 4
machine with 512 MB memory. The other models took much longer, as they required
extra smoothing because of their thin bases.

3 Learning Shape Orientation in an Image

Given an unknown, query image containing a shape, we propose a simple two-step
method to correctly orient the shape in the image. In the first step, classification, the
shape is classified, and in the second, alignment, its orientation is fixed using informa-
tion from the chosen class.

3.1 Classification

For this step, we need a large database of images containing correctly oriented shapes,
and organized into classes. Such databases are becoming increasingly commonplace.
We use the MPEG-7 dataset [6, 7], which contains 70 classes of shapes with 20 shapes
per class, i.e. a total of 1400 images. We were able to identify 95 images containing
shapes that are ‘incorrectly oriented’ or whose orientation does not agree with that of
other members of their classes. Some of these are shown in Figure 3. These images are
removed from the database and used as query images.

A shape similarity method is used to retrieve images from the database that con-
tain shapes most similar to the shape contained in the query image. For this, we use
results of the Curvature Scale Space (CSS) method [8] obtained from the SIDESTEP
[7] web interface, avaialable at http://give-lab.cs.uu.nl/sidestep/. The SIDESTEP web
interface takes a query shape as input and outputs a list of database images sorted by
their similarity score. A sample output is shwon in Figure 4.
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Fig. 3. left A few shapes whose orientation is not ‘natural’ or does not match that of other class
members. right Principal components (PCs) of a shape are used to estimate shape orientation.

Having a sorted list allows us to identify the shapes in the database that are most
similar to the query shape, and consequently to classify the query shape. We find that
nearest neighbour classification works well in practice, see Figure 5, i.e. the query shape
is assumed to belong to the same class as that of the most similar database shape.

Fig. 4. The SIDESTEP web interface returns a sorted similarity list for a wide range of shape
similarity methods.

3.2 Alignment

Once the query shape is classified, its orientation needs to be matched with members of
its chosen class. As a class may contain shapes with more than one ‘correct’ orientation,
we only consider the best-matching shape from the class. This has already been com-
puted in the previous step. Let us refer to this shape as the target shape. We estimate
shape orientation by the Principal Components (PCs) of its boundary curve. To elim-
inate bias in the PCs, the boundary curve is sampled uniformly. Some PCs are shown
in the right part of Figure 3. Once the PCs of both query and target shapes have been
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computed, the query shape is rotated such that the PCs overlap. The results are shown
in Figure 5.

bat-17 bat-1 bat-20 bat-17 fixed

bat-19 rat-11 bird-12 bat-19 fixed

bird-10 bird-12 device8-15 bird-10 fixed

cattle-1 cattle-2 cattle-6 cattle-1 fixed

chicken-1 chicken-20 chicken-15 chicken-1 fixed

horse-18 dog-4 horse-19 horse-18 fixed

tree-3 tree-14 tree-17 tree-3 fixed
Fig. 5. Results of our Shape Orientation method. The first column shows query images. The first
and second best matching results using CSS obtained from SIDESTEP are shown in the next 2
columns. The last column shows the result of our orientatation fixing on the query.

3.3 Discussion

The result of our Shape Orientation depends on the similarity method used. In Figure
5, we see some unexpected best matches for the bat-19, bird-10 and horse-18 images,
leading to an incorrect result in the first case. In the case of tree-3, the input seems
not to have been processed. PCs of a shape are unaffected when a shape is rotated by
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180◦. Therefore, the PCs of tree-3 and tree-14 are the same, beause of which tree-3
is not rotated. This can easily be fixed, as this case occurs only when the query and
target shapes differ by a rotation of 180◦. This can be detected by a rotation-sensitive
similarity method applied successively to the (query, target) pair, and then to the (query,
target rotated by 180◦) pair. If the second term is smaller, then the final result will be
rotated by 180◦.
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